Segmentation of stained blood cell images measured at high scanning density with high magnification and high numerical aperture optics.
In hematological morphology, it is necessary to resolve and analyze the smallest possible cellular details appearing in the light microscope. A prerequisite for computer-aided analysis of subtle morphological features is measuring the cells at a high scanning density with high magnification and high numerical aperture optics. Contrary to visual observations, the information content in a measured picture can be increased by setting the condensor's numerical aperture (NA) greater than the objective's NA. The complexity and heterogeneity of such cell images necessitate a new segmentation method that conserves the morphological information required in the subsequent image analysis, feature extraction, and cell classification. In our segmentation strategy, characteristic color difference thresholds for each nucleus and cytoplasm are combined with geometric operations, probability functions, and a cell model. All thresholds are repeatedly recalculated during the successive improvements of the image masks. None of the thresholds are fixed. This strategy segments blood cell images containing touching cells and large variations in staining, texture, size, and shape. Biological inconsistencies in the calculated cell masks are eliminated by comparing each mask with the cell model criteria integrated into the entire segmentation process. All 20,000 leukocyte images from 120 smears in our leukemia project were segmented with this method.